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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Nowadays, we observe that most of the street lights tend to ON during evenings or nights 

and they continue to be in the ON position for the whole night. This leads to lot of energy 

wastage because lights keep glowing even when there is absolutely no necessary of it. Here 

which means street lights tend to be ON continuously even when there are no vehicles/ 

pedestrians present on the road. So as a result of this, there is lot of energy wastage which is 

not at all a positive sign. 

 

In this study, I aim to make a smart street light system which glows only when it is necessary 

and goes to OFF position when it is not. So this stride helps in reduction of power usage 

comparatively. The major objective is to build automatic system of street lighting using best 

SOC(system on chip) processor which is ‘Raspberry pi’. Here the main aim is to ON the 

light when the vehicle or pedestrian enters the certain point of the road and make the light be 

in OFF position when it is not required. For this particular purpose, a transmitter and a 

receiver are made to setup. The communication is made between the transmitter and the 

receiver is through “Lora” wireless module. Signal gets transmitted from transmitter to 

receiver through antenna of Lora module. For the lighting purpose, LED light is used as it is 

most efficient and compatible light module of all. The system is controlled according to 

specific techniques/modes, SPI and I2C communication is used. This mode/technique is 

controlled by two sensors which are used for detection purpose, they are Ultrasonic sensor 

on the transmitter side and Lidar Lite V3 sensor on the receiver side. The power supply for 

this system is direct AC power supply, here a relay is used for controlling a high current 

circuit with a low current circuit. In simple words, a relay can be called as a switch. This 

system can turn ON and OFF the lights as per the requirement (whether there are 

car/pedestrian present). This system majorly works during night time and focuses on one 

way road. So here the street light will ON only when there are road users are present over 

there. Compared to conventional street light system which is completely ON for the whole 

night, this street light can save electricity or energy consumption comparatively. Through 

this process, mainly the lifespan of the system can be increased and the maintenance cost can 

be reduced comparatively. 

 

 

Keywords: Raspberry Pi 3, LED light, LoRa UART module, Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensor, 

Ultrasonic sensor, Relay, AC power supply, LCD display 16x2. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1     Background 

 

As we all know that, the solution comes the root of the problem. It is said as necessity will 

always be the driving factor for invention. In the recent times, street lighting has become 

extremely important whether it is urban or rural area. Now people of all the areas know that 

street lights are alternative for the nighttime in order to keep the road user safe. Because of 

this concept, there is rapid increase in streets as well as street light systems[1]. The word 

‘Automation’ in this particular topic can be defined as to reduce man power and use the help 

of intelligent systems [2]. Through this power saving can be achieved to some extend, as 

‘some’ is better than ‘nothing’. Automation plays an crucial role in our daily lives. Public 

tend to prefer automatic systems in any field compared to manual systems in order for 

efficiency and better living. There are numerous number of factors to be considered in order 

to design good automatic street light system with main objectives as public safety, cost 

efficient and energy efficient [3].If street light systems are designed in this particular way 

then it will be really very helpful the people living around the streets and they can move 

around safely with proper light guiding them.  

 

As lights used for street lights are classified  into many types as incandescent light, mercury 

vapor light, metal halide light, high pressure sodium light, low pressure sodium light, 

fluorescent light, induction light, compact fluorescent light and LED light. In this zone of 

new technology sources of light, light emitting diode (LED) light will be perfect solution as 

it offers many benefits[3]. LED light is mainly taken into consideration because it is very 

energy efficient and it has good life span. Where LED’s have about 110° light emission 

angle, where conventional lights have 360° and also need a reflector to make the light go the 

direction which we need [1]. So LED is best option. 

 

Compared to rural areas, there is lot of power consumption happening in urban areas. During 

the peak time of 7-10 pm there will be a lot of traffic but after 10 pm the traffic decreases 

gradually. So light being ON continuously when there is absolutely no necessary of it is pure 

energy wastage [1]. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Overview of power consumption per each hour in urban areas [1] 
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Figure 1.1 shows power consumption happening for every hour in urban areas. After 

particular time.  There is no proper flow of traffic. In such time, the light will be 

continuously ON and there will be lot of power wastage. If the light will be in ON position 

only when there is road user present on the road and then go to OFF position when there is 

no road user present on the road then there is scope of power saving to some extend. Also 

during early hours, there will be very less traffic flow, at that period of time most of the 

vehicles move very fast so the light should be ON a bit early in order to help the driver to 

find his way with safety. Therefore, this will be the main motivation for this thesis work. 

 

1.2     Statement of the problems 

 

If the system is in such a way that it has a PIR sensor and detects the movement of the road 

user and then the light gets ON and remains in OFF position when there are no road user 

present [1]. This becomes difficult if the road user comes in very high speed, PIR fails to 

detects and this becomes really tough when it does not contribute to ON the light when 

required. So an algorithm here which includes Lora wireless module with the WSN (wireless 

sensor network) for detecting the road user in order to ON the light earlier as well as 

accurately for the road user. Here the main task is to ON the light through wireless 

communication between two modules. 

 

1.3     Objectives 

 

The main objective of this thesis is 

 

• To design automatic street light system, which gets ON only when there are road 

users using the road and the rest of the time to remain in OFF position. 

 

• The light has to be ON at any cost, which means the vehicle may be in high speed but 

the sensor has to detect and the light should be ON. 

 

• By achieving this aptly, there will be contribution to some extend for energy saving. 

 

 

The most crucial objective of this capstone is 

 

• To improve the automatic street light system to next level by using Lora wireless 

module to ON the light early in order to provide proper safety for the road user when 

required. 

 

• To use components which are low power consuming and work good in long run as it 

is one time investment. 
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1.4     Limitations and scope 

 

The study of this capstone will cover the implementation of automatic street light system 

using lora wireless communication where the light will be get ON a bit early for the road 

users comfort. The main limitation in this system is designed and implemented for the one 

way road, where it does not work for another side of the road and the system has detection 

limit ( here the sensor has detection range of 40m ), beyond this range the systems fails to 

detect the presence of road user. Also the climatic conditions are also the limitation in this 

case. The further scope for this, the detection range can be increased. If the sensor with more 

detection range is preferred then this may become a costly affair. 

 

1.5     Study outline of the thesis 

 

The outline of the thesis is described as follows 

 

• In Chapter-2, the literature review of the related work will be provided. 

 

• In Chapter-3, the methodology of the proposed system will be provided. 

 

• In Chapter-4, the implementations and results will be provided. 

 

• In Chapter-5, the conclusions and recommendations will be provided. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1     Information 

 

In this chapter, we will discuss about the sources or articles that are related to automatic 

street light system. The research explains that to ON and OFF a light or a fan, a manual 

support is not needed. A microcontroller or system on chip (SoC) processor can be used in 

controlling the lights and fans and also keep the track of how many times the light has been 

ON [4]. In this way, without any human support light can be ON as many times as per the 

requirement automatically. As microcontrollers and other processors act as control unit, a 

sensor system is required in order to detect the obstacle so that the light can be ON. 

Generally, sensor technology is used for conserving energy as well as obstacle detection. In 

other terms, sensors are allowed for direct replacement of standard wall switches [4]. When 

sensors detect the obstacle, it sends data to microcontroller or processor by which it makes 

the light ON and after the obstacle leaves the sensing area then light will get into OFF 

position automatically. When wireless sensor networks (WSN) are used for energy 

conservation such as controlling of lights. In this system, there will be two modes available. 

We can set it to any of them according to our comfort. There are manual mode and automatic 

mode. Also IoT (Internet of Things) is being implemented on automatic street light system 

which helps in implementing this street light system in real time and also inform the changes 

that may occur [5]. This is the general outlook of the automatic street light system. To have a 

microcontroller or any other processor, a motion detecting sensor, one street light. Where the 

sensor detects the presence of the obstacle on the road and sends data to the processor so that 

the processor will control the working of the light whether to ON or OFF. But here in some 

cases, if the vehicle comes in high speed then the sensor may fail to detect the obstacle so 

that the light may not get ON. This often happens and the street light systems fails. 

Moreover, most of the reference sources are not implemented in real time but their results 

were only shown on basic project kit. So here the main aim is to make the light ON at any 

cost whether the vehicle is moving in high speed and to say in better words to make the light 

ON a bit earlier when the road user enters certain point of the road to make the road user 

comfortable. By doing in such a way, road user will be provided with safety and the power 

saving is also done for some particular extend. This kind of street light system is suitable for 

both urban and rural areas. 

 

2.2     Types of street light systems 

 

Street lights systems are mainly divided into two types. Conventional street light system and 

automatic street light systems. Conventional street light system has no change in it only the 

light will be ON for the whole time until any source switch OFF the light. In automatic street 

light system, there are further divisions. But the main automatic street light systems are 

automatic street light system using sensors, automatic street light system used only for 

energy saving and automatic street light system controlled through communication networks. 

Where these systems become successful in cases and also remain as failure. 
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2.2.1    Smart streetlight system 

 

In the research article by Chetna Badgaiyan and Palak Sehgal, it is explained that to ON the 

light automatically. This street light system is achieved by using PIR sensor and zigbee 

module. The main aim of this street light system is saving power and moving in the direction 

of development for intelligent streets [6]. To have a note of working of street light system, 

measuring station will be planted near each light pole which consists of sunshine sensor, 

presence sensor, failure sensor and an emergency switch. Here the main sensor is presence 

sensor or PIR sensor which detects the movement of the road user so that the light will be 

ON as per the requirement. Light sensor will measure the light intensity around the light pole 

so that it can manage to ON the light fully or partially. Supervision module is used for the 

measurement of fault detection in the system [6]. Control unit is used to send all the data sent 

by the sensors to the controller so that light will be ON and OFF accordingly. But the 

drawback can be the power supply (solar) which may not work in all the situations if there is 

no proper sunlight. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Sensors along with the light pole [6] 
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Figure 2.1 shows the hardware used in the street light system to achieve automatic street 

light system. The presence sensor, PIR sensor and LDR are used for the detection of vehicles 

or humans in order to ON the light. Whenever there are human or vehicle in the detection 

region of presence senor, PIR sensor then the light will get ON and the light will go to OFF 

position when the vehicle or human goes away from their region. The main power source to 

this street light system is through solar panel, it is adjusted on the top of the pole so that the 

sunlight directly falls on it. 

 

2.2.2   Intelligent street lighting system using Arduino solar LED lamps 

 

In the research article by Dr. Mamta Pandey and Shreyansh Pandey, it is explained about 

smart solar street light system. More than anything the main aim of this article is saving 

power. Saving energy is the most important factor in this. In the research study is shown that 

most of the countries these days are aware of regular street light system which is not 

environmental friendly as well as not budget friendly too. For this work, LED lights are 

chosen over conventional lights because they do not emit any CO2 and are friendly 

compared to the other light also controlling light intensity is easy with LED lights [7]. As 

power saving is the main intention, solar energy is used as the power source along with the 

battery. This way of power supply saves lot of energy as the energy comes naturally through 

the sunlight and it is very ecofriendly. Solar panels are used here along with DC batteries [7]. 

As the battery gets charged from the solar panel, it provided enough energy for the street 

light to get ON. To reduce the manual effort LDR is used to ON the light when it is night and 

OFF the light when it is day light automatically. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Block diagram of solar street light system [7] 
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By implementing this way of street light system can save 80-90% of the energy 

approximately. Mainly solar energy is preferred because it is most crucial and renewable 

source of energy [7], that is the reason it helps even more for the energy saving. 

 

Figure 2.2 shows the block diagram of the solar street light system. It is explained that the 

main power source for this system is given through solar panel which are charged through 

batteries [7]. The light gets ON and OFF automatically using LDR. Here the LDR checks 

whether it is day light or night light so that it will ON the light accordingly. If there is 

sufficient light, then no action is taken. If there is no sufficient light, then the light will get 

ON. 

 

2.2.3 Design of new intelligent street light system 

 

As it is said in the name, this street light system is unique comparatively. In the research 

article by Wu Yue, Shi Changhong, Zhang Xianghing and Yang Wei, this street light system 

works on the basis of energy saving control technology. With the help of multi sensor array 

(sound, light, infrared, vibration etc) collects information from the environment through 

which a plan is drawn to control street lights using clock etc [8]. Street light system can 

control the street light depends on the reason accordingly and also voltage regulates as there 

is decrease in shine or increase in shine. As a result it helps in saving energy and the service 

of the street light will also be increased. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3  Slave machine system [8] 
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Figure 2.3 shows the outlook of the slave machine system. The slave machine system is 

mainly divided into three parts. They are communication module, the slave single chip 

system and the TRIAC. The communication module sends data to the slave chip system, 

where the slave chip system works according to the current transformation unit, 

photoelectric conversion unit, voice of power conversion unit, vibration of power conversion 

unit and addressing code unit. Using all these data, the slave single chip system sends the 

data to TRIAC. 

  

Here the main control system is ATMega8 controller and the system also contains current 

sensors, media converters and silicon symmetrical switch (SSS), communication module and 

other peripheral modules [8]. By combing all these the system will work together as one 

unit. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4  Block diagram of the working of the system [8] 
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Figure 2.4 shows block diagram of the working of the system, as the system is started, the 

port is initialized. Then comparison of optoelectronic sampling and numerical values are 

done. If the value obtained is more than given value then the light is OFF. Then the cycle 

keeps repeating until it finds the vehicle and the light is ON and repeats further. 

 

Here the experiment works according to the environment. LED lights tend to automatically 

illuminate at night when a vehicle or person passes by. All this can be achieved by 

combining power supply, intelligent controller and LED lamp arrays, so that the light control 

is possible. Then light control is disconnected, remote motor is tested (analog vehicles) and 

movement of the person simultaneously. When people from long distance move towards the 

light of 10m then the light to get ON automatically. When the person is away from the range 

of 10m from the light the light will get OFF automatically [8]. Compared to other control 

systems, it has good application prospects and easily compatible with photovoltaic LED, fuel 

cell, solar energy etc [8]. This who street light system is very well build and there is very less 

chances of failure. It is suitable for any kind of areas like colonies, schools etc. 

 

 

 

2.3      Vehicle or obstacle detection methods 

 

Many sensors these days are available in the market for the obstacle detection. Some of the 

sensors are PIR sensor, Ultrasonic sensor, IR sensor, photoelectric sensor etc. These have 

advantages and disadvantages also. There are implementations of these sensors for the 

detection purpose in few methods as follows. 

 

2.3.1    Detection of obstacles using IR sensor 

 

In the research article by VismitaKolvekar, Valerie Vaz, Fatima Shaikh, Jyoti Kumari, 

Michelle Araujo E Viegas, a project on intelligent automatic street light control system is 

experimented and designed. This project is mainly designed and executed  for saving of 

energy in the street light field. This system is designed in such a way that it does not need 

any human support to ON and OFF the light. This project gives good solution for wastage of 

electric power in which human involvement is reduced [9]. Street lighting is one of the most 

power consuming component in the society. Global trends have shown in a research that 18-

38% of the whole energy is consumed by street lights and this is one of the major issues 

which are to be considered. In this articles, there are two types of sensors are used in order to 

make less power consumption. They are IR (Infrared sensor) and LDR (Light dependent 

resistor). LDR is used basically to check whether it is day or night in order to ON or OFF the 

light accordingly. IR sensor is used to observe if there is any movement around in that area 

so that it checks the condition whether to ON or OFF the light. If any obstacle comes near or 

passes by IR sensor then the light will be ON and when the obstacle moves away then the 

light will be OFF [9]. To operate this whole system, Raspberry PI acts as brain, which is the 

main controller which controls whole system. Raspberry PI takes the commands or data from 

LDR whether it is day or night and from IR sensor whether there is any obstacle present to 

ON and OFF the light accordingly. For the street light, LED light is used. AC power supply 

is used as power supply. Here IR sensor need 5V power which it takes from Raspberry pi, 

LDR takes 9V power [9]. The sensor gives an output voltage of 3.3V which is further given 

to Raspberry pi. 
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Figure 2.5  Block diagram of automatic street lights [9] 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the block diagram of automatic street lights. As the raspberry pi is 

initialized, if the sensors used in the system which are IR sensors and LDR sends the value 

of obstacle detection and day/ night light respectively then the lights are ON using relay. 

 

 

2.3.2    Detection of obstacles using light sensor and dimming technology 

 

In the research article by Ashish Gupta and Shipra Gupta, a project on automatic intensity 

varying street light system is designed and implemented. The main intension behind 

designing this type of street light is to develop a street light system which does not involve 

mankind and works by itself which also involves energy saving. Due to poor management 

and lack of administrative methods, some street lights are not turned off when it is not 

required and this indicates lots of power wastage as well as reduction in life expectancy [10].  

With lot of development in recent technology, it has become less costly and easy affair to 

combine both embedded systems and automation in lighting system. Here the source of light 

is taken as LED lights as they most compatible ones to use. In early times, LED lights were 

used as head lights for vehicles but there is vast improvement in the technology so LED 

lights are used as street lights too [10]. Also controlling light intensity is easy with LED 

lights compared to conventional lights. Therefore, the light will get ON and OFF without 

human interference. This also proposes dimming of the light as per the requirement to 

control the intensity. Here microcontroller acts main head to this project which controls rest 

of the hardware attached to it. Current sensor or light sensor and LDR sensor are used for the 

obstacle detection. LDR and current sensor are connected in a serial way with 

microcontroller. The street light is specially connected with dimmer in order to control the 

intensities of the LED from the data received from microcontroller [10]. To make the light 

ON and OFF automatically, LDR is used. Light dimmer works according to LDR as it has 

been set ranges according to it. As values of LDR tend to decrease, the light will be ON and 

as the LDR values tends to increase, the light will be OFF. The light will be ON, when it will 

be ON and goes to OFF position by dimming process. 
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Figure 2.6  Block diagram of the working of dimmer, LDR with microcontroller [10] 

 

Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of the working of dimmer, LDR with microcontroller. 

Here the microcontroller is used to send data to ON/ OFF the light. To ON and OFF the light 

acs712 and LDR sensors are used. When the obstacle is detected, then the light is ON. The 

light turn to go to OFF position using dimmer, it gradually dims the light instead of getting it 

OFF immediately. 

 

 

 

Table  2.1  Dimming level corresponds to input signal level [10] 
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Table 2.1 shows the calculated values of the dimmer in which way it works. When the input 

given is 1 then the light is completely ON. When the input given is 0 then the light is ON for 

80%, it is not completely ON, instead it is in dimming position 

 

 

2.3.3      Detection of obstacles using photoelectric sensor 

 

In the research article by Mustafa Saad, Abdal Halim Farji, Ahamed Salah and 

AbdalaroofAbadaljalil, a project on automatic street light control system using photoelectric 

sensor for detection. The main intention behind designing this system in order save energy 

and also reduce the human work because these days people are very busy with their own 

works and don’t mind time to do all this works [11]. As humans does not have time to all 

these, in some cases they forget to switch off the lights then that will lead to lot of energy 

wastage. Also dimming of the light in midnight is not at all practical. Tracking of light 

practically is also not possible manually. Here mainly two kinds of sensors are used to ON 

and OFF the light as per the requirement and also LDR is used. Placement of photoelectric 

sensors are next to the road way [11]. This whole systems is controlled and operated using 

microcontroller PIC16f877A. The photoelectric sensor works only during night times. If any 

obstacles passes from the beam of photoelectric sensor then light will be ON to which the 

photoelectric sensor is connected. By using this principle, the street light system is designed 

smartly. 

For the power supply, AC power supply is used and it is connected to street light through 

relay. LDR acts according to the day time and night time, so through that the light will ON 

or OFF. Photoelectric sensor works according to the presence of the object, by which it will 

be ON or OFF. All these commands are send to microcontroller through which it will ON 

and OFF the light with the help of relay. Relay is used as switch to ON and OFF the light as 

per the requirement [11]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7 Block diagram of street light system using photoelectric sensor [11] 
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Figure 2.7 shows the block diagram of street light system using photoelectric sensor. The 

whole system is mainly controlled using the microcontroller. The obstacles are detected 

using photoelectric sensor, if anything in its range then the light will get ON with the help of 

relay. LDR is used to ON and OFF the light according to the day and night light. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8  Schematic of street light system using photoelectric sensor [11] 

 

 

 

This research articles aims to decrease the usage of regular street light system in order to 

save power and bring change to help in the innovation. 
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2.3.4    Detection of obstacles using sensors system 

 

In the research article by NoriakiYoshiura, YusakuFujii and NaoyaOhta, a project on smart 

street light system is designed and implemented but for something which is new this street 

light system works like normal street lights which work on sensor system. The main aim of 

this paper is to turn on the light when required and turn off the light when it is not required. 

In this article, it further explains that turning on the light when it is dark and turning off the 

light when it is bright is purely waste of energy and this has to be changed [12]. The street 

light system in this article behaves like regular street light system which will be ON for 

whole night. The specialty of thisstreet light is that no one can know how the street light will 

go to off position. Whenever anybody looks at the light then the light will be ON and when 

anybody does not look at the light then light will be OFF. For the lighting purpose, LED 

lights are used. For the detection purpose, brightness sensors, motion sensors and less 

distance communication network. Here the light will be before any road user enters the road 

and gradually goes to off when there are no one present around. It will be tricky for the road 

users to know whether this is regular street light system or smart street light system because 

the light will on when they enter the road as regular street light system [12]. In this article, 

main features proposed are this system will be easy install as well as extend. This also aims 

to reduce power usage as well as to be in low budget. As this is mainly designed for the areas 

like residential areas, it is mainly developed to easily upgrade also. It has self diagnosis 

which helps in doing through how many times the system failed so that it doesn’t get 

repeated further. No major difference for regular street lights. By proceeding in this way, this 

will be an advantage for the pedestrians safety who uses the road. Also one of the most 

secure way for the pedestrians is to use security cameras so that they will get recorded in 

each step [12]. To achieve this system, a LED array which is power adjustable, brightness 

sensor, motion sensor, the short distance communication device such as zigbee module are 

used and the controller to operate the whole system are used. The sensors detect the obstacle 

and sends data to the controller so that the light will be ON. If there is lot of distance 

between the lights and the sensors then the access point is used which operated through zigee 

module and controller unit. The light will be ON early so that pedestrian can cross the road 

safely [12]. 

 

 
Figure 2.9 Hardware unit of usual looking street light system [12] 
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Figure 2.9 shows the hardware unit of usual looking street light system. The main control 

unit is a microcontroller. The sensors used in this system are motion sensor and brightness 

sensor. For the communication part, zigbee module is used. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.10  Working outlook of the usual looking street light system [12] 

 

 

Figure 2.10 shows the working outlook of the usual looking street light system. As the first 

sensor1 detects the obstacle, it sends data to the sensor2 which has the first light and its ON. 

Then sensor2 sends data to sensor3 so that the second light is ON and so on to as many 

sensors planted. This helps the pedestrians use the road as the regular road they doesn’t even 

figure out whether this automatic or regular street light system. The light will go to OFF 

position when the obstacle passes away the last pole.  
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2.4    Summary 

 

 

Table  2.2 Comparison of proposed to existing device 

 

 

Proposed System Journal – 1 [13] Journal – 2 [14] Journal -3 [15] 

1.The device is 

designed to be placed 

on actual street light 

pole to function. 

 

 

2. The system uses 

the wireless device 

Lora and Ultrasonic 

sensor, Lidar Lite V3 

sensor for  object 

detection. 

 

3. The data is 

transmitted to 

receiver through Lora 

wireless module. 

 

 

 

4. The system made 

use of Lora wireless 

communication to 

over come the 

detection range of 

sensors in order to 

ON/OFF the lights, 

which is convenient 

for road users. 

 

5. The manual effort 

and the issue of light 

not getting ON at 

proper time is 

reduced by wireless 

communication 

technology involved 

Lora module. 

 

6. The system 

performance is high 

because of Lora 

wireless module, high 

efficient algorithm 

and it is not 

The proposed system 

does not show any 

results on the street 

pole or prototype 

system. 

 

The system uses LDR 

and IR sensor to 

detect the obstacles. 

 

 

 

 

The proceeded data 

from the 

microcontroller is sent 

to sensors and 

ON/OFF is 

implemented. 

 

The system doesn’t 

have wireless module 

and it doesn’t operate 

beyond the sensor 

range, which is not 

convenient for the 

road users. 

 

 

 

The issue of the light 

not getting ON at 

proper time is very 

high because IR 

sensor may not detect 

the vehicle moving at 

high speed. 

 

 

The system 

performance is low 

because of less 

efficient algorithm 

and less effective 

sensors. 

The proposed system 

has been resulted on 

prototype system. 

 

 

 

The system uses LDR 

sensor for the ON-

OFF operation of 

light. 

 

 

 

The data from the 

control board is sent 

to sensor so that light 

is ON during night & 

OFF the other time. 

 

 

The system doesn’t 

have wireless module 

and it doesn’t operate 

beyond the sensor 

range, which is not 

convenient for the 

road users. 

 

 

 

The issue of the light 

not getting ON at 

proper time is 

completely high 

because this is not 

using any sensors for 

detection except 

LDR. 

 

The system 

performance is very 

low because of less 

effective algorithm 

and no sensors 

available. 

The proposed system 

has not been 

implemented on the 

street pole instead it is 

shown as experiment. 

 

The system uses 

presence sensor and 

light sensor to detect 

the obstacles. 

 

 

 

The data is 

transmitted to the  

operator, in case if 

there is any fault 

through GSM 

module. 

 

The system has GSM 

module but doesn’t 

help the sensor to 

detect beyond its 

range, which is not at 

all convenient for the 

road users. 

 

 

 

The issue of the light 

not getting ON at 

proper time is very 

high because the 

sensors may fail in 

detecting the vehicles 

moving at high speed. 

 

 

The system 

performance is better 

because of presence 

sensor and GSM 

module is used for 

fault detection, it is 
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prescribed for  

prototype system. 

 

 

 

 

 

7. The system 

contributes for getting 

the light ON at 

required time for road 

user’s convenience 

and also helps in 

power saving. 

 

 

8. At the speed of the 

car respectively, 

a) At 20km/hr, 

    30km/hr,40km/hr 

    50km/hr,60km/hr 

    The light will be 

    ON for 10 sec 

    when transmitter 

    lora sends vehicle 

    indication to 

    receiver lora.  

b) In case, it fails 

    transmit data then 

    receiver will  

    detect the  

    obstacle and the  

    light will be ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system does not 

contributes to ON the 

light when required 

but does ON/OFF 

according to day and 

night, also helps in 

power saving for 

some extend. 

 

Timing of light 

operation is not 

mentioned. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system does not 

contributes to ON the 

light when required 

but does ON/OFF 

according to day and 

night. 

 

 

 

In this system,  the 

light is ON 

continuously during 

nights and OFF 

during data 

less effective because 

it may not detect if 

the vehicle has high 

speed. 

 

 

 

The system slightly to 

ON the light when the 

obstacle moving at 

normal speed and also 

helps in power saving 

for some extend. 

 

 

 

This system works as 

the set up is made on 

each pole which is 

placed apart with 40m 

distance. The light 

will ON when the 

obstacle and 

immediately go to 

OFF position when it 

moves away. Timing 

data is not mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1   Overview 

 

The proposed thesis is mainly designed and implemented into two parts. They are the 

transmitter end and the receiver end. Ultrasonic sensor is used on the transmitter end and 

Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensors are used on the receiver end. To communicate the transmitter and 

the receiver, lora module is used. When the transmitter side sensor detects and obstacle then 

it sends to receiver with the help of lora module so that the light will get ON. In case, 

transmitter fails to send data then the sensors at receiver end will detect the obstacle and the 

light will get ON. 

 

3.2    System design 

 

 

               

 
 

 

Figure 3.1  Block diagram for transmitter of automatic street light system using Lora 

wireless module 

 

 

 

The Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of the transmitter end, for the early detection of 

obstacle, transmitter is setup so that light will be ON when required whether vehicle may be 

passing in any speed. Then light will go to OFF position only when it crosses and moves 

away from the receiver end. Here the main aim is to ON the light early for the road user so 

that they does not face any difficulty. 
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Figure 3.2  Block diagram for receiver of automatic street light system using lora 

wireless module 

 

 

The Figure 3.2 shows the block diagram of the receiver end of the automatic street light 

system. Here the lora module receives the data from the transmitter so that the light will get 

ON. In case, there is object and transmitter fail to detect then Lidar and PIR will detect the 

object and the light will get ON. At what point the light is ON is displayed on the LCD to 

know the exact distance. 
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3.3     Hardware specifications 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3   Outlook of the Hardware for the street light system 

 

The Figure 3.3 shows the outlook of the hardware diagram for automatic street light system 

using lora wireless communication which consists of Raspberry pi which acts as control 

board for transmitter, ultrasonic sensor for detection purpose on transmitter side, lora 

wireless module(tx) for the communicating (sending data) with receiver, Raspberry pi acts as 

control board for receiver as well, lidar lite v3 and pir sensors are used for detection purpose 

on receiver side, lora module(rx) for communicating (receiving data) with raspberry pi and a 

LED light which as a street light. To know at what distance the vehicle is detected and the 

light is ON, LCD display is used. 
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Raspberry pi 3 

 

➢ Broadcom BCM 64 bit Quad core processor. 

➢ It has running capacity of 1.2 Ghz. 

➢ 1GB RAM 

➢ It has BCM43143 WiFi Board 

➢ It has BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) on board. 

➢ It has GPIO of 40 extended pins. 

➢ It has 4 USB ports (2 sets together) 

➢ It has 4 pole stereo output 

➢ It has one Composite video port. 

➢ It has full size HDMI port 

➢ It has one CSI camera port for connecting Raspberry pi camera 

➢ For Raspberry pi touch screen display it has DSI display port 

➢ One micro SD port for loading and storing data as per requirement 

➢ Upgraded switch micro USB port which now supports up to 2.4 Amps. 

 

Ultrasonic sensor 

 

➢ Operating voltage of DC 5V. 

➢ Operating current of 15mA   

➢ Operating frequency of 40KHz. 

➢ Detecting range, max-4m and min-2cm. 

➢ Measuring angle of 15 degrees. 

➢ Size of 45*20*15 mm. 

➢ Mainly used for detecting objects more than the humans. 

 

LoRa uart wireless module 

 

➢ Module is in small and compatible size (21 x 36 mm) 

➢ 410-440 Mhz Frequency band and the default is 433.0 Mhz. 

➢ Operating voltage of 2.3-5.5V DC (3.3V is default) 

➢ Communication interface: UART and USART. 

➢ Range: 3000-5000 m. 

➢ Transmitting power: Maximum of 20Db 

➢ Transmitting current: 110Ma at 20Db 

➢ Antenna type: 433Mhz 2.5 dBi Antenna SMA male connector 

➢ Operating temperature: -40 to +80 dec 

➢ This module can be used for both transceiver and receiver. 
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Lidar lite v3 

 

➢ It is class 1 laser product. 

➢ Compatible size of height-40mm, width-48mm and length-20mm. 

➢ Less weight of 22g. 

➢ Range: 5cm to 40m. 

➢ I2C and PWM compatible. 

➢ Operating voltage of 4.75-5V and max of 6V. 

➢ Operating temperature of -20 to 60 degrees. 

➢ Laser wave length peak power: 905nm/ 1.3 watts. 

➢ Beam divergence: 8m radiance. 

➢ Optical aperture: 12.5mm. 

➢ Input pins: 6. 

➢ It is generally used for mapping, but here it is used for detection purpose. 

 

 

Lcd display 

 

➢ Display pattern: 16 x 2 characters 

➢ Operating voltage: 5V 

➢ Operating temperature: -20 to +70°C 

➢ LED backlight: White color (blue negative film) 

➢ Operating pins: 16 

➢ This is used to display the distance at which the obstacle is detected. 

 

Led light 

 

➢ Power consumption: 23W 

➢ Connector type: E14 

➢ Luminous flux: 1080lm 

➢ Beam light: 120° 

➢ Input voltage: AC 90-260 V (230 default) 50-60 Hz 

➢ Lifespan: Over 50,000 hours 

➢ Color: Warm white/ cold white 

 

Single channel relay 

 

➢ Operating pins: 3 

➢ VCC, GND and INP pin. 

➢ Operating voltage: AC 90-260 V 

➢ Output connections: Positive and negative wires. 

➢ Relay acts as switch. 
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3.4     Hardware description 

 

 

 Raspberry pi 

 

The Figure 3.4 shows the top view of Raspberry pi 3 with detailed explanation of its GPIO 

pins as well as the other ports. The process to use the board to make it the main control board 

of transmitter and dumping the code in it, is further shown in detail. Raspberry pi is 

explained as a microcomputer in itself and works by attaching mouse, keyboard and monitor 

to it. It has 40 GPIO pins in it [9]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Pin diagram of Raspberry pi [9] 
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3.5     Pin assignment 

 

➢ Transmitter end pin assignment 

 

• On transmitter side, the Raspberry pi is connected with LoRauart module and 

Ultrasonic sensor.  

• Initially VCC of Ultrasonic sensor is connected with 5V of raspberry pi, trig 

is connected with gpio23 (pin16), echo is connected with gpio24 (pin18) and 

GND is connected with GND of Raspberry pi. 

• Further for LoRauart module, M0 and M1 of Lora module is connected with 

GND of Raspberry pi, Rx of Lora module is connected with Tx of raspberry 

pi (pin8), Tx of Lora module is connected with Rx of raspberry pi (pin10), 

AUX is neutral which is the only slot not connected to anything, VCC of Lora 

module is connected with 3.3V of raspberry pi (pin1), GND of Lora module is 

connected with GND of raspberry pi. 

 

➢ Receiver end pin assignment 

 

• On the receiver side, the Raspberry pi is connected with LoRauart module, 

Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensor and LCD display 16x2. 

• For Lidar Lite V3, GND of Lidar is connected to GND of GND, SCL of Lidar 

is connected to SCL(I2C) which is GPIO3 of Raspberry pi, SDA of Lidar is 

connected to SDA(I2C) which is GPIO2 of Raspberry pi and 5V of Lidar is 

connected to 5V of Raspberry pi. As Raspberry pi cannot supply complete 5V 

to Lidar Lite V3, a level shifter is used because Lidar Lite V3 does not work 

if it not provided with 5V power supply. 

• For PIR sensor, GND of PIR is connected to GND of Raspberry pi, INP of 

PIR is connected to GPIO 11 of Raspberry pi and VCC of PIR is connected to 

5V of Raspberry pi. 

• For LoRauart module,M0 and M1 of Lora module is connected with GND of 

Raspberry pi, Rx of Lora module is connected with Tx of Raspberry pi which 

is GPIO14, Tx of Lora module is connected with Rx of Raspberry pi which is 

GPIO15, AUX is neutral which is the only slot not connected to anything, 

VCC of Lora module is connected with 3.3V of Raspberry pi, GND of Lora 

module is connected with GND of Raspberry pi. 

• For LCD 16x2, VSS to GND, VDD to 5V, V0 to GND, RS to GPIO7, RW to 

GND, E to GPIO8, D4 to GPIO25, D5 to GPIO24, D6 to GPIO23, D7 to 

GPIO18, A to 5V, K to GND. 
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3.6   Schematic of the system 

 

As this whole street light system works on the principle of wireless communication, this 

system have two schematic designs which is for transmitter end and the receiver end. 

 

3.6.1    Transmitter end 

 

The Figure 3.5 shows the all wiring connections done on the transmitter end which composes 

of Raspberry pi, ultrasonic sensor and lora wireless module. The raspberry pi wiring is 

GPIO23 to TRIG of ultrasonic sensor, GPIO24 to ECHO, GPIO15 to TXD of lora module, 

GPIO14 to RXD, VCC to 5V of ultrasonic sensor, 3.3V to 3.3V of lora module and GND to 

GND of ultrasonic sensor, lora module and also to M0, M1 of lora module. 

 

 
Figure 3.5  Schematic of transmitter end 
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3.6.2    Receiver end 

 

The Figure 3.6 shows all the wiring connections done on the receiver end which composes of 

Raspberry pi, lidar lite v3, PIR sensor,lora wireless module, relay, LCD display and LED 

light. 

• The Raspberry pi wiring is GND to GND of lidar, SCL(GPIO3) to SCL of lidar, 

SDA(GPIO2) to SDA of lidar and 5V to 5V of lidar. 

• GND to GND of PIR, 5V to VCC of PIR, GPIO11 to INP of PIR.  

• GND to GND of lora module, Tx(GPIO14) to RX of lora module, Rx(GPIO15) to Tx 

of lora module, 3.3V to 3.3V of lora module, GND to M0, M1 of lora module. 

• GND to VSS of LCD, 5V to VDD of LCD, GND to V0 of LCD, GPIO7 to RS of 

LCD, GND to RW of LCD, GPIO8 to E of LCD, GPIO25 to D4 of LCD, GPIO24 to 

D5 of LCD, GPIO23 to D6 of LCD, GPIO18 to D7 of LCD, 5V to A of LCD and 

GND to K of LCD.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6   Schematic of receiver end 
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3.7     Working of automatic street light system using lora wireless communication 

 

In general working of a regular street light system is to ON the light when it is night and 

OFF the light when it becomes morning. Further comes a improvement to street light system 

with a sensor detecting the presence of vehicle/pedestrian so that the light turns ON 

automatically and turns OFF when there are no road user using the road. But in some cases, 

it completely may not be successful also. Here when it comes to working of my smart street 

light system, it has a transmitter and a receiver. Where transmitter is almost placed 500m 

away from receiver, so that first the transmitter detects the presence of road user and sends 

data to receiver then light will ON and in case transmitter fails to detect the road user the 

receiver detects the road user by itself and the light will be ON. Then light will go to OFF 

position when there are no road users using the road. 

 

Initially the transmitter side of street light system is constructed using Raspberry pi, 

LoRauart module and Ultrasonic sensor. Firstly Raspberry pi 3 is made to initialized. If 

Ultrasonic sensor detects the any vehicle or living being then it sends data to Arduino. Here 

Ultrasonic sensor has an average detecting range of 4m. Then Raspberry pi make the 

LoRauart module communicate with other LoRauart module on the other side (receiver 

side). When the LoRa module on the receiver side receives data through LoRa module on the 

transmitter side then light tend to ON. This is how transmitter does its work. 

 

The receiver side of street light system is constructed using Raspberry pi, LoRauart module, 

Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensor and a LED light. Here Raspberry pi is made to initialize. Here if 

Lidar Lite V3 or PIR sensor tend to detect the vehicle/ living being then it sends data to 

Arduino. Here Lidar Lite V3 has detecting range of 30-40m and PIR sensor has 6-8m. Then 

Arduino tend to make the light ON at the proper time. In case Ultrasonic sensor detects the 

vehicle before then with the LoRa, light tend ON before. 

 

Here the main intension is to detect the vehicle before and send data to ON the light before 

for better usage and experience of road. Here for the power supply, direct AC power is used. 

The power supply to the Arduino is given through an adjustable battery which can be ON 

and OFF whenever required (here I used a small regular power bank to provide power supply 

to the Arduino). 
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3.8    Communication between two lora modules 

 

Lora modules are wireless modules which can be made to communicate with each other 

wirelessly. Lora module has very good range of 5000m, so transceiver lora module can 

easily send data to receiver lora module. The main advantage of using Lora module is that it 

can be used as transceiver module and receiver module as well. So there is no need of using 

transceiver module and receiver module separately. The communication of two lora modules 

are done through basic principle of ‘RX, TX (UART)’. So the important factor is the control 

board which is used to operate Lora modules should be rx, tx (uart) compatible then only this 

communication will be possible. Here on the transmitter side and the receiver side, 

Raspberry pi is used. Lora is communicated through uart tx, rx of Raspberry pi. Here rx, tx 

(uart) means on the transmitter side tx of Lora is connected with rx of raspberry pi and rx of 

lora is connected with tx of raspberry pi. Where as this communication repeats on the 

receiver side as well, tx of Lora is connected with rx of Raspberry pi and rx of Lora is 

connected with tx of Raspberry pi. Also in lora module M0, M1 and GND is connected with 

GND of Raspberry pi on transmitter side and receiver side too. VCC of Lora is connected 

with 3.3V of Raspberry pi. 

 

Here is the basic working code for Lora modules to communicate with each other. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7  Transmitter and receiver code for Lora module  
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3.9     Flowchart of the working system 

 

As the system works on the principle of wireless communication. This has two parts which is 

transmitter and receiver part. Transmitter and receiver are communicated using lora wireless 

module. 

 

3.9.1  Flowchart of transmitter end 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.8  Flowchart of transmitter 

 

The Figure 3.8 shows the working of transmitter end in the form of flow chart. The flow 

chart explains that the system is started initially by giving power, then the raspberry pi is 

initialized. If ultrasonic sensors detects any obstacle in its range then it sends data to 

raspberry pi. So that raspberry pi calculates the calculating factor (at what distance the 

obstacle is detected). Using lora wireless module, the calculating factor is send to receiver 

and then the light will be ON. 
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3.9.2     Flowchart of receiver end 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9   Flowchart of receiver 

NO 
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The Figure 3.9 shows the working of receiver end in the form of flow chart. The flowchart 

explains that the system is started by giving power to it, then the Raspberry pi is initialized. 

If the lora wireless module at the receiver end receives the data then the light will ON. If 

either of Lidar lite v3 sensor or PIR sensor tend to detect the obstacle, then it sends data to 

Raspberry pi so that Raspberry pi with the help of relay will make the light ON 

automatically. The light will go into OFF position when the obstacle goes away from the 

receiver end. 

 

 

3.10  Working of the system on field 

 

• Transmitter side: These are the connections between Raspberry pi, LoRa UART 

module and Ultrasonic sensor. 

 

 
Figure 3.10  Connections of transmitter 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the connections of transmitter. It shows that on the transmitter 

end, raspberry pi is connected with ultrasonic sensor and lora wireless module. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.11  Setup of the transmitter on pole 
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Figure 3.11 shows the setup of the transmitter on the pole. The transmitter end is setup on the 

pole in such a way that raspberry pi and lora module remains at the bottom of the pole and 

the ultrasonic sensor is setup on the pole in such a way that the sensor detects the coming 

obstacle. 

 

• Receiver side: This is the way, hardware is setup inside a box. There are connections 

between Raspberry pi, Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensor, LoRauart, relay and a PCB. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.12 Setup of receiver on field 

 

Figure 3.12 shows the setup of receiver on the field. The Arduino, relay and pcb are placed 

inside the box and the LCD is place outside of the box for the reading purpose. 

 

 
 

 

 Figure 3.13 Setup of  receiver on pole 
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Figure 3.13 shows the setup of the receiver on the pole. The whole setup of the Arduino box 

is placed at the bottom of the pole and the sensors are placed at a height where it cam detect 

both humans and the vehicles. The light is setup at the top of the pole. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.14  Distance between transmitter and receiver 

 

Figure 3.14 shows the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The 

transmitter is setup far away from the receiver so that when the transmitter detects the 

obstacle then it can send data wirelessly to the receiver using lora module so that the 

light will ON immediately. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.15  LCD when both Lidar and PIR are not detecting 
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Figure 3.15 shows the LCD when both lidar and pir sensors are not detecting the 

obstacle. As the pir sensor has digital output, when the LCD shows pir are 0 then the 

light is in OFF position and lidar is shown according to the distance at which the 

obstacle is detected. So when the lidar shows 1cm on LCD then the light is in OFF 

position. 

 
 

Figure 3.16  LCD when Lidar is detecting 

 

Figure 3.16 shows the LCD when lidar is detecting. When the lidar detects the 

obstacles then the distance is calculated at what point the lidar has detected the 

obstacle according to that the light is ON. If the detected distance is above 1 cm then 

the light is ON due to lidar sensor. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.17   LCD when PIR is detecting 

 

Figure 3.17 shows the LCD when PIR is detecting. As it is mentioned earlier that the 

out of PIR is digital, if the LCD shows 1 for PIR then the light is ON. 
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Figure 3.18  LCD when Ultrasonic sensor is detecting 

 

Figure 3.18 shows the LCD when ultrasonic sensor is detecting. If the ultrasonic senor is 

detecting then it calculated the distance at which the obstacle is detected. With the help of 

lora wireless module, the data of ultrasonic sensor is transmitted to the receiver so the the 

light is ON. The transmitted data is shown in this way. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.19 LCD when time is calculated 

 

Figure 3.19 shows the LCD when time is calculated. When the ultrasonic sensor detects the 

obstacle and the data is sent to receiver using lora wireless module, then the timer tend to 

begin. The time calculated at what point the light is ON is displaced on the LCD in this way. 
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3.11    Algorithm of the system 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.20    Algorithm of the automatic street light system 

 

Figure 3.20 shows the algorithm of the automatic street light system. This algorithms explain 

when the obstacle is detected using ultrasonic sensor then it transmits the data to the receiver 

using lora wireless module so that the light is ON. In case, the transmitter does not detect the 

obstacle and the light is not ON then receiver does the job. Then either PIR or lidar lite v3 

tend to detect the obstacle and the light is ON. 

 

Here the main aim of this thesis to detect the vehicle and ON the light at whatever speed the 

vehicle might be going. Here I have tested out for 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 Km/hr speed. 
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Transmitter end 

 

On transmitter end, ultrasonic sensor is used with Raspberry pi for the detection purpose. To 

calculate the distance at which the obstacle is detected, the following process is used. 

 

• Here the speed of the Ultrasonic wave is 347 m/s which is equivalent to 0.0347 

cm/µsec (which is temperature dependent). 
 

• Here the counting of the timer tends to start. 

 

 

• Here the timer count is multiplied with 200 nsec which is 0.2 µsec. 

 

 

• Here the internal clock period is named as ‘Echo time’ (Et). 

 

 

• It is as given in equation (1) below 

 

 

 

 

(                …..(1)             ……                    …….. (1) 

 

 

 

 

• Where speed = echo speed (Ev), time = echo time (Et), distance = echo distance (Ed). 

 

 

• Further, it is shown in the equation (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPEED = DISTANCE / TIME 

ECHO DISTANCE (Ed) = ECHO SPEED (Ev) *                         

ECHO TIME (Et) …..(2) 
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• Therefore, the equation (2) is calculated as equation (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The obtained distance is twice the actual distance since it gives the “TO & FRO” 

distance of the object as per the “TO & FRO” time equated to the equation: (i.e., Et 

stands for 2Et). 

 

• Thus the obtained distance is divided by 2 which gives the actual distance of the 

obstacle/ road user. 

 

 

• As per the above illustration, it is shown in equation (4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Therefore, further the calculation is made in such a way to obtain equation (5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Through equation (5), the ‘Distance’ at which the obstacle is detected is calculated 

according to the principle of the ultrasonic sensor. 

 

 

Distance (Ed) = 0.0347 cm/ µsec (Ev) * Et µsec 

 

 

 

ACTUAL DISTANCE = Ed/ 2 

➢ Ed = Ev * (Ed/2) 

 

➢ Et = 2 * (Ed/ Ev) 

 

➢ Et = ( 2 / 0.0347) * Ed 

 

➢ Et = 58 * Ed 

 

➢ Ed (in cm) = Et(in µsec) / 58       ………. 

…..(3) 

…..(4) 

…..(5) 
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• Distance calculation according to the receiver system 

 

▪ The time calculated by the pulse is actually to and fro travel time of the 

ultrasonic sensor. 

▪ Here only half of the time is taken into consideration so the time is taken as 

‘time/2’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ Speed of sound at sea level is 343m/s or 34300 cm/s. 

 

▪ Therefore, the distance at which is the object is detected is given in eq (7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ After calculating the distance factor D in cm from the above calculation. The 

D factor is sent to receiver part through Lora wireless communication module. 

 

▪ After the Lora receive the value of ‘D factor’ from the Lora transmitter, the 

light will be ON according to that. 

 

▪ Lora module sends data only when the ‘D factor’ is below 3000 because it is 

the range of Ultrasonic sensor. 

 

▪ If ultrasonic sensor gives the value 0.5 or less than 0.5 then light will not be 

ON as it is taken as garbage value. 

 

▪ As the transmitter sends the ‘D factor’ to the receiver, the light will be ON. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISTANCE = SPEED * (TIME/2) …..(6) 

DISTANCE(D) = 17150 * TIME (unit cm) …..(7) 
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Receiver end 

 

On the receiver end, Lidar Lite V3 and PIR sensor are used with Raspberry pi for the 

detection purpose. To calculate the distance at which the obstacle is detected the following 

process is used. 

 

• Calibration factor 

For accurate distance readings, the output can be calibrated using a ruler. In the 

receiver program, a calibration of 0.5 cm is added. If the receiver Lora module 

receives value 0.5 or below that, then light will not be ON. 

 

• If Lora receiver fails to receive any data or Lora transmitter fails to send any data, 

then Lidar Lite V3 and PIR sensor will do the work instead. 

 

• Distance calculation of Lidar Lite V3 

 

▪ The range distance between the sensor and surface object is calculated by 

comparing the time the pulse left the scanner to the time each return is 

received 

▪ Pulse laser Range distance (R) and range resolution (∆R) 

 
 

Where, 

                                    c: speed of light (~299,792,458 meters/second) 

                                    t: time interval between sending/receiving the pulse (ns) 

                                   ∆t: resolution of time measurement (ns) 

 

▪ Laser pulse travel time 

 
 

      [ For example, flight altitude of 300m, object is 10 meters high directly  

      below sensor. What’s the laser pulse travel time? 

       Solution is 1.93467 x 10-6  (or 1935 nanoseconds) ] 

 

▪ Continuous-wave Laser Range distance (R) and range resolution (∆R) 

 
 

 

…..(8) 

…..(9) 

…..(10) 
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Where,  

           c: speed of light (~299,792,458 meters/second) 

           φ: phase (radian) ∆φ: phase resolution (radian)  

           f: frequency (Hz) – number of wave cycles per unit time 

 

 

▪ As the Lidar detect vehicle at distance less than ‘POINT_DISTANCE’ 

accordingly the light is ON. 

 

▪ ‘POINT DISTANCE’ is the range that is set according to this code in the 

thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

▪ Point distance is measured in cm. If the point distance measured is below 

3000 cm then object is detected and the light will be ON 

 

 

 

 

3.12     Comparison of speeds of the vehicle 

 

As the transmitter starts to detect the vehicle, the timer count down starts like 1sec, 2sec, 

3sec,….. Then the transmitter tends to send data to the receiver. As the distance set in the 

receiver (15m) and the time calculated from the timer, the speed of the vehicle is calculated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1 Comparison of actual speed and calculated speed of the vehicle 

 

ACTUAL SPEED OF VEHICLE SPEED CALCULATED FROM SYSTEM 

20 km/hr 18.33 km/hr 

30 km/hr 27.61 km/hr 

40 km/hr 37.08 km/hr 

50 km/hr 46.97 km/hr 

60 km/hr 57.02 km/hr 

 

 

 

 

POINT_DISTANCE = 3000 

 

   …..(11) 

SPEED = DISTANCE / TIME 
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CHAPTER  4 

IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RESULTS 

 

4.1     Automatic street light system 

 

As the whole system is divided into two parts which is transmitter and the receiver. The 

transmitter end and receiver end are implemented using Raspberry pi as the main control 

board. The Raspberry pi uses one version of Phython to implement the code in Raspberry pi 

that is Phython 2. Phython 2 acts as the code editor and the complier, which is also capable 

of transferring or dumping the whole code into Raspberry pi. 

 

4.1.1    Transmitter end code setup 

 

On the transmitter end, the Raspberry pi is connected with Ultrasonic sensor and Lora 

module. Ultrasonic sensor is interfaced and communicated with Raspberry pi through GPIO 

ports (connection). Lora wireless module is interfaced and communicated with Raspberry pi 

through UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) because using UART ports 

the Lora module (transmitter) will communicate wirelessly with another Lora module 

(receiver). So initially if Ultrasonic sensor detects any object in its range then it sends data to 

Raspberry pi, which further sends data to Lora module so that it start to communicate 

wirelessly and then the light will be ON. 

 

 
Figure 4.1 Code for transmitter end 
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Code explanation 

 

The Figure 4.1 is the detailed code complied in the Raspberry pi on the transmitter end 

which is written in Python which included data of Ultrasonic sensor and Lora wireless 

module. Initially Raspberry pi is initialized by giving power for to it. Raspberry pi need 5V 

power supply in order to function. After the Raspberry pi is initialized the GPIO pins are 

made to be setup. 

 

The Figure 4.2, shows the commands to make the Lora module function. Lora module 

functions according to the UART ports on the Raspberry pi. The Raspberry pi has two 

UART ports in it, which are PL011 and mini UART. These are named as UART RXDO 

(GPIO15, PIN10) and UART TXDO (GPIO14, PIN8). Linux devices by default refer them 

as “/dev/ttyS0” (mini UART) and “/dev/ttyAMA0” (PL011). By interfacing the Lora UART 

module to Raspberry UART, the working of Lora module is done. The following commands 

are used to make the module work and as well as communicate wirelessly. When the lora 

module is send any detection data from Raspberry pi, the Lora module tend to communicate. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Commands to make the Lora module function 

 

The Figure 4.3, shows the commands to make the ultrasonic sensor function. Ultrasonic 

sensor functions according to the GPIO ports of Raspberry pi. There are total 40 GPIO ports 

in Raspberry with two UART ports in it. Initially, the distance measurement will be in 

process in order to calculate the distance when there is any obstacle in its range. Then the 

sensor will settle and be ready to detect any obstacle which come in its range. When the 

sensor tend to any obstacle, then initially the time is calculated through which pulse duration 

is noted. By using pulse duration, the distance at which the obstacle detected is calculated. 

The light will be ON, if the obstacle in range of distance below 3000. If the obstacle is above 

3000 distance then the light will be not ON. 
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Figure 4.3   Commands to make ultrasonic sensor function 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2   Receiver end code setup 

 

On the receiver end, the Raspberry pi is interfaced with Lidar Lite V3, PIR sensor, Lora 

module, LCD display and a relay. Lidar Lite V3 is interfaced with Raspberry pi using I2C 

communication, PIR sensor is interfaced with Raspberry pi using GPIO pin, Lora module is 

interfaced with Raspberry pi using UART ports and Relay is interfaced with Raspberry pi 

using GPIO pins. With the help of relay, the light can be ON or OFF. In other words, relay 

acts as switch. 
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from lidar_lite import Lidar_Lite 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO 

import serial 

import time 

ser = serial.Serial("/dev/ttyS0",baudrate = 9600) 

LED_PIN = 12 

POINT_DISTANCE = 30000 

US_DISTANCE = 3000.0 

 

# Define GPIO to LCD mapping 

LCD_RS = 7 

LCD_E  = 8 

LCD_D4 = 25 

LCD_D5 = 24 

LCD_D6 = 23 

LCD_D7 = 18 

 

 

# Define some device constants 

LCD_WIDTH = 16    # Maximum characters per 

line 

LCD_CHR = True 

LCD_CMD = False 

 

LCD_LINE_1 = 0x80 # LCD RAM address for 

the 1st line 

LCD_LINE_2 = 0xC0 # LCD RAM address for 

the 2nd line 

 

# Timing constants 

E_PULSE = 0.0005 

E_DELAY = 0.0005 
 

 

 

def main(): 

  # Main program block 

   

  GPIO.setwarnings(False) 

  GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)       # Use BCM 

GPIO numbers 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_E, GPIO.OUT)  # E 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_RS, GPIO.OUT) # RS 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_D4, GPIO.OUT) # DB4 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_D5, GPIO.OUT) # DB5 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_D6, GPIO.OUT) # DB6 

  GPIO.setup(LCD_D7, GPIO.OUT) # DB7 

  GPIO.setup(LED_PIN, GPIO.OUT) 

  GPIO.output(LED_PIN, GPIO.LOW) 

  GPIO.setup(11, GPIO.IN)  

  lidar = Lidar_Lite() 

  connected = lidar.connect(1) 

 if connected < -1: 

      print "Not Connected" 

  else: 

      print "Connected to lidar" 

 

  # Initialise display 

  lcd_init() 

 

  while True: 

    i=GPIO.input(11) 

    print(i) 

     

 

    distance = lidar.getDistance() 

    GPIO.output(LED_PIN, True) 

    print(distance) 

    #lcd_string(distance, LCD_LINE_2) 

    val = ser.read(5) 

    print(val) 

     

    if (distance < POINT_DISTANCE): 

      GPIO.output(LED_PIN, GPIO.HIGH) 

      lcd_string("lidar=%s 

"%(distance),LCD_LINE_2) 

      lcd_string("PIR = 0",LCD_LINE_1) 

      time.sleep(5) # 5 second delay 

 print "Set led: " + str(output) + " , distance: 

" + str(distance) 

    elif(val < US_DISTANCE): 

      GPIO.output(LED_PIN, GPIO.HIGH) 

      lcd_string("RESCUE=%s 

"%(val),LCD_LINE_1) 

    elif(i == 1): 

      GPIO.output(LED_PIN, GPIO.HIGH) 

      lcd_string("PIR = 1",LCD_LINE_1) 

      time.sleep(5) #5 second delay 

    else: 

      GPIO.output(LED_PIN, GPIO.LOW) 

 

def lcd_init(): 

  # Initialise display 

  lcd_byte(0x33,LCD_CMD) # 110011 

Initialise 

  lcd_byte(0x32,LCD_CMD) # 110010 

Initialise 

  lcd_byte(0x06,LCD_CMD) # 000110 

Cursor move direction 

  lcd_byte(0x0C,LCD_CMD) # 001100 

Display On,Cursor Off, Blink Off 

  lcd_byte(0x28,LCD_CMD)       

    GPIO.output(LCD_D6, True) 

  if bits&0x08==0x08: 
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Figure 4.4   Code for receiver end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

length, number of lines, font size 

  lcd_byte(0x01,LCD_CMD) # 000001 

Clear display 

  time.sleep(E_DELAY) 

 

def lcd_byte(bits, mode): 

  # Send byte to data pins 

  # bits = data 

  # mode = True  for character 

  #        False for command 

 

  GPIO.output(LCD_RS, mode) # RS 

 

  # High bits 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D4, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D5, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D6, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D7, False) 

  if bits&0x10==0x10: 

    GPIO.output(LCD_D4, True) 

  if bits&0x20==0x20: 

    GPIO.output(LCD_D5, True) 

  if bits&0x40==0x40: 

    GPIO.output(LCD_D6, True) 

  if bits&0x80==0x80: 

    GPIO.output(LCD_D7, True) 

 

  # Toggle 'Enable' pin 

  lcd_toggle_enable() 

 

  # Low bits 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D4, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D5, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D6, False) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_D7, False) 

  if bits&0x01==0x01: 

GPIO.output(LCD_D4, True) 

  if bits&0x02==0x02: 

    GPIO.output(LCD_D5, True) 

  if bits&0x04==0x04 

GPIO.output(LCD_D7, True) 

 # Toggle 'Enable' pin 

  lcd_toggle_enable() 

 

def lcd_toggle_enable(): 

  # Toggle enable 

time.sleep(E_DELAY) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_E, True) 

  time.sleep(E_PULSE) 

  GPIO.output(LCD_E, False) 

  time.sleep(E_DELAY) 

 

def lcd_string(message,line): 

  # Send string to display 

 

  message = message.ljust(LCD_WIDTH," 

") 

 

  lcd_byte(line, LCD_CMD) 

 

  for i in range(LCD_WIDTH): 

    lcd_byte(ord(message[i]),LCD_CHR) 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

 

  try: 

    main() 

  except KeyboardInterrupt: 

    pass 

  finally: 

    lcd_byte(0x01, LCD_CMD) 

    GPIO.cleanup() 
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Code explanation 

 

The Figure 4.4, shows the detailed code has been run in the  Python2 to dump in the 

Raspberry pi which is written in Python language. It has the data of Lidar Lite V3, PIR 

sensor, Lora UART wireless module, relay and LED light. Initially Arduino UNO is 

initialized by giving power to it. Arduino UNO take 5V power supply. Lidar Lite V3, PIR 

sensor, Lora module, LCD display and relay (along with LED light) are connected to 

Raspberry pi. 

 

The figure 4.5, shows the commands to make the pir sensor function. PIR sensor functions 

according to the GPIO ports of Raspberry pi. There are total 40 GPIO ports in Raspberry pi 

with two UART ports in it. PIR sensor has  range of 6-8 m. If any object is present in its 

region then the GPIO pin is set high and the LED light will be ON and if there is no object 

present in its region then the GPIO pin is set low and the LED will be OFF. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.5  Commands to make PIR sensor function 

 

 

The figure 4.6, shows the commands to make Lidar Lite V3 function. Lidar works on the I2C 

communication. Initially Lidar libraries must be downloaded from the browser and save on 

the home of Raspberry pi. When Lidar Lite V3 connected with Raspberry pi, to test whether 

I2C communication is taking place or not, “sudo i2cdetect -y 1” command is used. Through 

this command, it is known that whether Lidar is mapping or not. In my case the mapping 

address is 0x62. In some cases Lidar may not interface with Raspberry pi that is because 

Raspberry pi cannot provide 5V supply to Lidar. Lidar works only when it is given 5V 

supply. In case, the interfacing problem happens then we can use a level shifter to overcome 

it. The below commands of Lidar shows that when the object is in its range then the light 

will get ON and get OFF eventually when it is not present. Lidar has range of 40m, but I 

have considered a range of 30m for this thesis work. 
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Figure 4.6  Commands to make Lidar Lite V3 function 
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If Lora module receives any data from the transmitter then it sends data to raspberry pi so 

that with the help of relay, LED light will be ON. If the Lora module on receiver side 

receives value more than 0.5, then only the LED light will get ON. If the Lora module 

receives value less than 0.5, the light will be in OFF position because that comes under 

garbage value. At what distance, the light is ON because of the value sent by the transmitter 

will be shown on the LCD display. In case, the transmitter send wrong data or fail to send 

data to receiver then the light will be not ON because of the transmitter. Instead, the sensors 

(Lidar Lite V3 and PIR) comes to the rescue, they detect the obstacle so that the light will be 

ON on the correct point of time. PIR has digital output though it is connected to analog pin, 

it has a range of 10m if any obstacle (mainly human beings) comes in its range then the light 

will be ON. If the light is ON, then the PIR value will be shown as “1” on the LCD display 

and if the light is OFF, then PIR value will be shown “0” on the LCD display. Lidar Lite V3 

has range of 40m, if any obstacle is detected in its range then the light will be ON. The LCD 

display shows the distance at which the obstacle is detected. All these conditions are 

explained in the above code. 
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4.2     Results at what point light turned on 

 

The figures inserted below are the ones which are taken on field at which point of distance 

and distance, the sensors detected the vehicle and then the light is ON. 

 

➢ Sensors detecting the vehicle at speed: 20km/hr 

 

• Ultrasonic sensor detecting at speed: 20km/hr 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Ultrasonic detecting at 20km/hr 

 

Here in the Figure 4.5, the car is coming at the speed of 20 Km/hr and here Ultrasonic sensor 

on the transmitter side is detecting it in particular and sending data to receiver so the light is 

ON. As 20 Km/hr is less speed comparatively so the light is ON at proper 4m distance. 

 

 

• Lidar lite v3 and pir sensor detecting at speed: 20km/hr 

 

 
 

Figure 4.8 Lidar and PIR detecting at 20km/hr 
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Here in the Figure 4.6, the car is coming at the speed of 20 Km/hr and here Lidar Lite V3 is 

detecting the car in particular and then the light is ON.  

 

 

At the speed of 20 Km/hr, initially the Ultrasonic sensor detects the vehicle and then the light 

will be ON. Here the light will be ON for 3 seconds. In that time, the car will cross and move 

ahead from the transmitter pole and then the Lidar Lite V3 tend to detect the car so that the 

light still remains in the ON position until the car passes away the receiver. After the car pass 

away from receiver, the light tend to go to OFF position after 5 seconds. 

 

 

➢ Sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 30km/hr 

 

 

• Ultrasonic sensor detecting at speed: 30km/hr 

 

 
 

Figure 4.9   Ultrasonic detecting at 30km/hr 

 

 

Here in the Figure 4.7, the car is coming at the speed of 30 Km/hr and here Ultrasonic sensor 

on the transmitter side is detecting it in particular and sending data to receiver so the light is 

ON. 

 

 

• Lidar lite v3 and pirsensor detecting at speed: 30km/hr 

 

 

 
Figure 4.10  Lidar and PIR detecting at 30km/hr 
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Here in the Figure 4.8, the car is coming at the speed of 30 Km/hr and here Lidar Lite V3 is 

detecting the car in particular and then the light is ON. 

 

At the speed of 30 Km/hr, initially the Ultrasonic sensor detects the vehicle and then the light 

will be ON. Here the light will be ON for 3 seconds. In that time, the car will cross and move 

ahead from the transmitter pole and then the Lidar Lite V3 tend to detect the car so that the 

light still remains in the ON position until the car passes away the receiver. After the car pass 

away from receiver, the light tend to go to OFF position after 5 seconds. 

 

 

➢ Sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 40km/hr 

 

• Ultrasonic sensor detecting at speed: 40km/hr 

 

 

 
Figure 4.11   Ultrasonic detecting at 40km/hr 

 

Here in the Figure 4.9, the car is coming at the speed of 40 Km/hr and here Ultrasonic sensor 

on the transmitter side is detecting it in particular and sending data to receiver so the light is 

ON. 

 

 

• Lidar lite v3 and pirsensor detecting at speed: 40km/hr 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Lidar and PIR detecting at 40km/h 
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Here in the Figure 4.10, the car is coming at the speed of 40 Km/hr and here Lidar Lite V3 is 

detecting the car in particular and then the light is ON. 

 

At the speed of 40 Km/hr, initially the Ultrasonic sensor detects the vehicle and then the light 

will be ON. Here the light will be ON for 3 seconds. In that time, the car will cross and move 

ahead from the transmitter pole and then the Lidar Lite V3 tend to detect the car so that the 

light still remains in the ON position until the car passes away the receiver. After the car pass 

away from receiver, the light tend to go to OFF position after 5 seconds. 

 

 

➢ Sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 50km/hr 

 

• Ultrasonic sensor detecting vehicle at speed: 50km/hr 

 

 

 
Figure 4.13  Ultrasonic detecting at 50km/hr 

 

Here in the Figure 4.11, the car is coming at the speed of 50 Km/hr and here Ultrasonic 

sensor on the transmitter side is detecting it in particular and sending data to receiver so the 

light is ON. 

 

• Lidar lite v3 and pirsensor detecting vehicle at speed: 50km/hr 

 

 
 

Figure 4.14  Lidar and PIR detecting at 50km/hr 
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Here in the Figure 4.12, the car is coming at the speed of 50 Km/hr and here Lidar Lite V3 is 

detecting the car in particular and then the light is ON. 

 

 

At the speed of 50 Km/hr, initially the Ultrasonic sensor detects the vehicle and then the light 

will be ON. Here the light will be ON for 3 seconds. In that time, the car will cross and move 

ahead from the transmitter pole and then the Lidar Lite V3 tend to detect the car so that the 

light still remains in the ON position until the car passes away the receiver. After the car pass 

away from receiver, the light tend to go to OFF position after 5 seconds. 

 

 

➢ Sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 60km/hr 

 

• Ultrasonic sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 60km/hr 

 

 
Figure 4.15  Ultrasonic detecting at 60km/hr 

 

 

Here in the Figure 4.13, the car is coming at the speed of 60 Km/hr and here Ultrasonic 

sensor on the transmitter side is detecting it in particular and sending data to receiver so the 

light is ON. 

 

 

• Lidar lite v3 and pir sensor detecting the vehicle at speed: 60km/hr 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.16  Lidar and PIR detecting at 60km/hr 
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Here in the Figure 4.14, the car is coming at the speed of 60 Km/hr and here Lidar Lite V3 is 

detecting the car in particular and then the light is ON. 

 

At the speed of 60 Km/hr, initially the Ultrasonic sensor detects the vehicle and then the light 

will be ON. Here the light will be ON for 3 seconds. In that time, the car will cross and move 

ahead from the transmitter pole and then the Lidar Lite V3 tend to detect the car so that the 

light still remains in the ON position until the car passes away the receiver. After the car pass 

away from receiver, the light tend to go to OFF position after 5 seconds. 

 

 

4.3    System accuracy to detect vehicle as per speed 

 

Here the accuracy of the systems shows how accurate the system is. It shows how much time 

the sensor is taking to detecting the obstacle and how much time the system is taking to ON 

and OFF the light. Table 4.1 shows the time at which the vehicle is detected and the time at 

which the light is ON. 

 

 

SPEED OF THE 

VEHICLE 

KM/HR 

TIME TO ON THE 

LIGHT 

20 KM/HR 3 sec 

30 KM/HR 4 sec 

40 KM/HR 4 sec 

50 KM/HR  4 sec 

60 KM/HR  5 sec 

 

Table 4.1   Time taken to detect the obstacle and automatic operation of the light 

 

 

• The table 4.1 shows, the starting point of the vehicle is considered around 4m 

far away for all the respective speeds. From that point, time is calculated. At 

speed 20km/hr, the light is ON at 3 seconds from the vehicle started from its 

starting point. The light will go to OFF position after 5 seconds when the 

vehicle passes away from the street light pole. 

• At speed 30km/hr, the light is ON at 4 seconds from the vehicle started from 

its starting point. The light will go to OFF position after 5 seconds when the 

vehicle passes away from the street light pole. 

• At speed 40km/hr, the light is ON at 4 seconds from the vehicle started from 

its starting point. The light will go to OFF position after 5 seconds when the 

vehicle passes away from the street light pole. 

• At speed 50km/hr, the light is ON at 4 seconds from the vehicle started from 

its starting point. The light will go to OFF position after 5 seconds when the 

vehicle passes away from the street light pole. 
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• At speed 60km/hr, the light is ON at 5 seconds from the vehicle started from 

its starting point. The light will go to OFF position after 5 seconds when the 

vehicle passes away from the street light pole.    

 

This system works 95% well, the light will be ON when required and gradually goes to OFF 

position when it is not necessary. 
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CHAPTER  5 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

5.1    Conclusions  

 

 

This thesis studied one of the new ways of achieving automatic street light system using lora 

wireless communication. This whole system is mainly divided into two parts which are the 

transmitter end and the receiver end. The main objective of this thesis to ON the light when 

required practically though vehicle or obstacle may be moving in high speed. When the light 

will be ON only when required and be in OFF position when it is not then it contributes for 

the power saving category too. 

 

The transmitter end consists of Raspberry pi as the main control board, Ultrasonic sensor for 

the detection and Lora module for wireless communication. If Ultrasonic sensor detects any 

obstacle then this detection data is sent to receiver end using lora wireless module so that the 

light will be ON. 

 

In case, the transmitter fails to send data or the receiver fails to receive the data then Lidar 

Lite V3 and PIR sensor will there on the receiver side to do the job. The receiver ends also 

consists of Raspberry pi as main control board, Lidar Lite V3 and PIR sensors for the 

detection purpose, Lora wireless module to receive the data from the transmitter. If Lidar 

Lite V3 or PIR sensor tend to detect any obstacle then the light will be ON. 

 

The light being ON whenever it is necessary helps the road user to use the road with safety. 

The light is ON only when required and remains in OFF position for rest of the time helps in 

power saving and also increases the life span of the whole system than expected. 

 

 

5.2     Recommendation for the further work 

 

• In this thesis, if the system will be in OFF position for more time, then there may be 

delay in detecting the obstacle but if any laser based sensor is used on the transmitter 

side then there will be reduction in the delay cases. 

• In this thesis, there is particular detection range for the sensors beyond that range the 

sensors may fail to detect the obstacle. Using more wireless technology this issue 

can be overcome. 

• This system can be made even more accurate than it is. 
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